
Responsive Design
We craft visually stunning and responsive websites that 
adapt seamlessly to different devices and screen sizes. 
Our designs prioritize user experience, ensuring that your 
website engages and captivates your audience.
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GeoDashboard Constructor & Interactive GeoMaps 
The Geo Dashboards Constructor stands as a robust 
and user-friendly solution for creating dynamic, 
interactive dashboards. It caters to the growing need 
for sophisticated data visualization tools in a 
data-driven world.
This tool is ideal for data analysts, marketing 
professionals, and decision-makers in various sectors 
who require comprehensive and customizable data 
visualization solutions.
Advanced Graphics Integration: The tool supports a 
wide range of graphical elements, such as timelines, 
line charts, and bar graphs, enhancing the data 
representation capabilities.

Portfolio of Front-End Solutions
Deep Knowledge Group

We provide white label solutions to make our platform 
seamlessly integrate with your brand. Create a customized 
user experience and reinforce your brand identity every step 
of the way that seamlessly blend innovation, functionality, 
and stunning design.

We specialize in providing cutting-edge front-end solutions 
that drive innovation and enhance user experiences. With 
our extensive portfolio of services, we bring a wealth of 
expertise and a deep understanding of the latest industry 
trends to every project.

SaaS Ready Stunning Visualization

Responsive Design Customizable Interface

Innovation-driven Solutions
We harness the latest technologies and industry trends to 
create unique and forward-thinking solutions that give our 
clients a competitive edge.

Interactive 3D Tools
These immersive tools allows you to explore datasets in 
a three-dimensional space, enabling deeper analysis and 
uncovering hidden patterns or correlations.

Embed, share, captivate
Generate seamless embeds, captivating visual tools to 
transform data to infographics effortlessly.

Reflect your brand's identity
With custom themes, ensure that every element, from 
logos to fonts, colors, and styles, aligns perfectly with 
your brand.

Dashboards Constructor
1. Enables the creation of tailored and personalized 

analytical dashboards in a matter of minutes
2. All features that are available on other dashboards 

are already enabled
3. Save time and money on analyst training with a 

low-code solution
4. You are the one who decides - purchase a white 

label solution or request creation-on-demand
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Portfolio of Front-End Solutions
Deep Knowledge Group
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Tube Evolution Tree 3D Tube Evolution Tree 3D 3D Multidimensional Space

Complex Evolution Tree Rectangle Big Ecosystem Mindmap Complex 3D Framework

Interactive 3D Benchmark Ecosystem Benchmark Hall of Fame
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Looking for a fully branded solution? Request our whitelabel solution to make our platform seamlessly 
integrate with your brand. Create a customized user experience and reinforce your brand identity every step of 
the way. Don't miss out on these incredible opportunities to enhance your team's productivity. Contact us today 
to get started and discover the perfect plan for your team!

Discover the Perfect Plan for Your Team

Request Access to One Tool

Ideal for small teams

Access to an essential tool

Price: $400/month

Unlimited access to our entire 
suite 
of front-end tools

Perfect for growing businesses
Priority customer support
Price: $1000/month

Whitelabel Solution 

Tailored for large organizations
Enhanced features and customization 
options
Dedicated account manager
Price: Customized based on 
requirements
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